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having not read the fairytale in question, i could not comment as to the validity of the original story itself,
but can say that the film definitely succeeds as a purely entertaining fantasy adventure in the vein of

recent burton releases like beetlejuice. burton's affection for his original children's stories is still palpable
in this film, and the director puts his stamp on the young characters in such a way as to make them

immediately relatable. again, the film offers a contemporary take on an old fairytale, but this time, the
film veers more towards parody than outright imitation. there are some shoutouts to prince charming, evil

queen and even the evil queen's horse, but once the credits roll, it's essentially a new story with a
familiar set of characters. the more problematic aspect of the film is its titular heroine, who is a spitting

image of the queen in conception and in personality, but this is the first time a disney princess has veered
so far from the fairytale and i'm not even sure where it's heading. when king duncan falls mortally ill, he

asks his seven dwarves to find his daughter a prince who will one day be king and marry her. after
searching, they return with one who they claim to be the most handsome in the kingdom. remember

when the main character is still a little kid and this snow white has an army to help defend from the evil?
it seems to me that snow white and the huntsman is a much better film than percy jackson and the

lightning thief. at least percy jackson didn't have a bunch of wimpy kids who look like they want to cry at
any moment.
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when i first saw this movie, it
was the first time i had seen a

color movie. it was a great
surprise and the characters
looked awesome. the colors
and watercolor-type look are
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very appealing. as the years
went on, i saw it again in a

black-and-white version. but it
didn't look that great and the
colors were pretty bland. 01.
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